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01. August 2022

Training

As of today, 1 August 2022, the Bocholt municipal administration is supported by ten
motivated trainees. On Monday, they were welcomed by Mayor Thomas Kerkhoff, Peter
Bölting (Head of the Department of Organisation and Personnel) and the training
managers Eva Telahr and Stefanie Wilken.

"With 21 apprenticeship occupations, the Bocholt municipal administration offers a broad
and very interesting range of tasks. I am pleased that you have chosen the city of Bocholt
and wish you a good and successful start," says Mayor Thomas Kerkhoff.

The Department of Culture and Education is pleased to have the active support of Emma
Heckers, who is training to become an event manager, and Aleyna Kalemci, who has
started her training to become a specialist in media and information services (specialising
in libraries).

The IT and Digital Department is supported by two junior staff members: Florian Franzen
and Leandro Morotti are completing their training as IT specialists for system integration.

In the Building Management department, Leonie Nele Terörde is starting her training as a
carpenter.

Anna Flores and Tom Giesing, who have started their training as administrative assistant,
respectively, will be employed in various departments.

On Monday, the ESB welcomed Maya Hega, Yannik Hundt and Jonas Heuvel as
prospective gardeners.

Information on the net

If you are curious about training or a career in the public service of the city of Bocholt, you
can find information about the training professions at
www.bocholt.de/rathaus/ausbildung/ or on Instagram stadtbocholt_karriere .
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Mayor Thomas Kerkhoff (l.) welcomes the new trainees of the City of Bocholt (from left to
right): Stefanie Wilken (Head of Training), Emma Heckers, Leandro Morotti, Florian
Franzen, Anna Flores, Aleyna Kalemci, Tom Giesing, Leonie Nele Terörde, Eva Telahr (Head
of Training).
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